Nociceptive responses in nucleus parafascicularis thalami are modulated by dorsal raphe stimulation and microiontophoretic application of morphine and serotonin.
Single-cell experiments were undertaken to examine the hypothesis that serotonin (5-HT) and morphine participate in ascending pain suppression phenomena. The observations demonstrate that: 1) dorsal raphe stimulation (DRS) modulates the spontaneous activity and the noxious-evoked responses of parafasciculus (PF) neurons, and the modulating effects of DRS are altered by either naloxone or methysergide; 2) morphine ejection into the PF alters the spontaneous activity and the noxious-evoked responses of PF neurons, and naloxone prevents morphine effects; and 3) serotonin ejection into the PF alters the spontaneous activity and the noxious-evoked responses of PF neurons and methysergide prevents the serotonin effects. These findings support the hypothesis that opioid and serotonin participate, at least in part, in the control of ascending pain mechanisms.